To go driving over the sand dunes you should try a dune __
A large boat that can carry passengers and cars
The most popular form of animal transportation
The type of dog usually shown pulling a dogsled
The quickest way to get around the world is by __
A common form of long distance travel starting in the 19th century
In Europe, people use __ and buses to get around the city
In the America's Cup they race this type of boat
New York is well-known for its __ system
Roman form of transportation
If you need to get somewhere fast, start __, like at Marathon
A bus that takes you from one place directly to another
If your destination is nearby, you might try __ to it
San Francisco's famous form of transportation
Chicago's "L", is really an __ train
How armies move in formation
A train or trolley balanced or hanging from a single rail
A two-wheeled passenger vehicle, often pulled by a person
With two wheels, it is called a bicycle, with three it's a __
Before the automobile, rich people rode in fancy __ to get around
Another name for a covered wagon
Strap a pair of these onto your feet if the snow is too deep
The Titanic was a luxurious __
A longer name for a car
A fast boat that skims over the water on a cushion of air
Two wheeled, gas powered vehicle
Tony Hawk is a master of this form of sport and transportation
A vehicle with a removable top
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